**Diagram**

**Department of Pediatric Newborn Medicine (PNM)**

**Research Road Map**

1. **BWH INVESTIGATOR**
   - WIP*
   - SUBMIT SPECIFIC AIMS and PROJECT BUDGET TO REC MEMBER for REC REVIEW using DEPARTMENTAL REVIEW FORM

2. **EXTERNAL INVESTIGATOR**
   - SUBMIT SPECIFIC AIMS and PROJECT BUDGET TO REC MEMBER for REC REVIEW using DEPARTMENTAL REVIEW FORM

3. **Research Executive Committee (REC)**
   - APPROVAL
   - COMPLETE GRANT PROPOSAL AND UPLOAD TO INFOED

4. **IRB**
   - CHAIR (or delegate) SIGN-OFF
   - COMPLETE GRANT PROPOSAL AND UPLOAD TO INFOED AND IRB/IACUC APPLICATIONS TO INSIGHT

   **CLINICAL RESEARCH**
   - NICU Operations**
   - Well-Newborn Care Improvement Team**

   **BASIC SCIENCE**
   - CHAIR (or delegate) SIGN-OFF

---

* Presentation and review at WIP not required, but recommended for internal investigators when possible

** If a clinical study will be conducted within the NICU, the investigator will present at the NICU Ops meeting in advance of study implementation

** If a clinical study will be conducted within the well-newborn nursery, the investigator will present to the well-newborn care improvement team in advance of study implementation